Work on what’s really meaningful, alongside the best in the field, and have a lot of fun doing it. At Quantium you will:

Experience

Learn

See your
impact grow

with industry-leading tools
with the best and brightest

Join a genuine leader, chosen by iconic
organisations across the world to solve
their toughest challenges.

Enjoy unparalleled opportunities to
increase your knowledge, skills and
impact.

This is your opportunity to harness the
power of data science and AI to
determine what’s happening now,
predict what’s next and prescribe what’s
needed to unlock transformational
growth across almost every sector.

This is your opportunity to work with the
best in analytics and engineering on
exciting datasets using the most
advanced tools. Be part of a culture
where you’re stretched to reach your full
potential.

Enjoy the
benefits

work on the cutting-edge solving
some of the toughest problems

•

•
•

Do work with purpose that helps
shape organisations around the
needs of the people they serve
Experience Work across almost
every sector of the economy

•

•

Help create the future of data
science and AI in a world of ‘new’
and ‘never been done before’

Progress
professionally and personally in a
fulfilling and future-focused career

Belong

Enjoy

to a culture where you are valued,
stimulated and proudly wear the t-shirt!

flexibility, great benefits and
the little thoughtful extras

You’re smart and going places – our job
is to help you get there quicker.

Life is too short to waste time in a
culture you don’t love.

Work has to work for you. Modern life is
fast paced and balance can be tricky.

This is your opportunity to join a
business that’s both passionate about
home grown talent and expanding fast.
That means more new experiences and
great opportunities to progress as soon
as you’re ready!

At Quantium, smart, fun, diverse and
passionate people can really make a
difference. This is your opportunity to
clearly see your impact and have a great
time doing it in a culture that thrives on
transparency, honesty and connectivity.

This is your opportunity to enjoy the
flexibility and support you need, along
with exceptional perks and benefits.

Do real work from day one

•

Work with leaders accountable for
helping you grow

•

Be part of an inclusive and highly
sociable culture

•

Collaborate in diverse teams,
learning from the best and brightest
minds

•

•

Enjoy our focus on creativity and
impact

•

Access one of the world’s leading
big data platforms.

Enjoy huge career flexibility across
a range of industries, geographies
and specialties

•

Leverage our broader networks to
amplify your impact

•

•

Work on complex and diverse data
sets in a giant data eco-system

•

Enjoy an outstanding learning and
development program

Work in awesome offices designed
to foster innovation and
collaboration and where everything
you need is within reach

Fuel your fitness needs with our
weekly workout program and
sporting teams

•

Second into joint ventures in health,
banking and telecommunications to
work on some of the most exciting
datasets around

•

Enjoy a range of benefits including
flexible working, parental and study
support, [health] insurance, income
protection and confidential
counselling and assistance

•

Connect and celebrate at our
regular events and get-togethers as
part of our active social program,
culminating in the legendary QDay
offsite

•

Experience new challenges in
squads and agile environments

